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Relay Channel Model Reprise I
Time-division hald-duplex communication takes place over two time slots

of normalized duration t and t � = (1 − t).
First slot

S transmits information that is received by both R and D
Broadcast (BC) mode

Second slot

Both S and R transmit to D
Multiple-access (MAC) mode

In a wireless environment, the transmitted signal is heard by all
nodes in the vicinity of the transmitter, which is commonly known
as broadcasting. Similarly, a receiver can hear transmissions from
multiple nodes in its vicinity, a mode of communication known as
multiple-access. In the absence of wire-like links, nodes other than
the intended destination can listen to a signal at no additional
transmission cost, and sometimes it is globally efficient for these
nodes to forward the information to the destination. The ideas of
broadcast, multiple-access and information-forwarding are all cap-
tured by the three-terminal relay channel shown in Figure 1. The
relay channel can be treated as a fundamental building block of
cooperation. In this article, we survey practical schemes for two
relay protocols—DF and EF. We study these protocols for systems
where the channel state, consisting of all channel gains, is known at
all nodes—transmitting, receiving and relaying. The assumption of
global channel knowledge is reasonable in slow-fading environments
with a feedback mechanism from the receivers to the transmitters.

The relay channel was introduced in [1]. Shortly afterwards,
some of the best known coding theorems for the relay channel
were presented in [2]. Despite many attempts, the capacity of
the general relay channel is unknown even today. An upper
bound based on cut-set arguments, and several achievable lower
bounds on capacity are known, but there remains a gap between
the upper and achievable bounds [2]–[4]. A prominent work that
helped to draw attention to user-cooperation in recent years was
[5]. A variety of new contributions to the relaying literature
including new bounds, power control strategies, and results on
half-duplex relays were proposed in[3]–[9].

The contributions of [10], [11] portrayed relaying as a source of
diversity in fading channels. Researchers also realized that relaying
can mimic multiple-antenna systems even when the cooperating
terminals can individually only support a single antenna. With mul-
tiple antennas, it is possible to send multiple copies of the same sig-
nal to improve reliability. This gain in reliability is called diversity.
Alternatively, it is also possible to transmit several parallel data
streams thereby increasing rate. This increase in rate is called the
multiplexing gain. There is a fundamental tradeoff between these
two types of gains, which was first quantified in [12]. The diversity-
multiplexing tradeoff in relay channels is a hot area of research.
Prominent contributions in this area include [13]–[15].

With significant advances in chip design and a better under-
standing of the principles of wireless communication gained
over the last two decades, the promise of relaying is very real. A
large body of research is currently geared towards developing
practical user-cooperation schemes, and most of this article will
be devoted to discussing such schemes [8], [16]–[23].

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We
describe the system model in the following section. The next
section is devoted to coding for the DF protocol, followed by a
discussion of the EF protocol and, finally, a conclusion.

SYSTEM MODEL AND RELAYING PROTOCOLS
In this section, we first describe the relay channel model. Then, we
introduce prominent relay protocols which lead to information
theoretic achievable rates and motivate practical code designs.

RELAY CHANNEL MODEL AND ITS PARAMETERS
In the relay channel (Figure 1), the source (S) sends data to
the destination (D), and in doing so it is aided by the relay (R),
which has no data of its own to transmit. We will assume that
the relay is half-duplex, that is, it cannot transmit and receive
simultaneously in the same frequency band. Full-duplex opera-
tion is impractical because it requires accurate interference
cancellation between transmitted and received signals that dif-
fer in power by several orders of magnitude. Half-duplex opera-
tion can be enabled by separating transmitted and received
signals in time or frequency, or by using orthogonal signals.
Without loss of generality, we will concentrate on time-divi-
sion half-duplexing, where communication takes place over
two time slots of (normalized) durations t and t ! = (1 " t). In
the first slot, S transmits information, which is received by
both R and D. We call this the broadcast (BC) mode of commu-
nication. In the second slot, both S and R transmit to D. We
refer to this as the multiple-access (MAC) mode. The two
modes are depicted in Figure 2.

We use X, V, W and Y to denote the signals transmitted by the
source, received at the relay, transmitted by the relay, and received
at the destination respectively (Figure 2). Subscript 1 denotes BC
mode, and 2 denotes MAC mode, and SR channel, for instance,
denotes the source-relay channel. With the above conventions, we
introduce the following Gaussian relay channel model

V1 = hSR X1 + NR 1 , Y1 = hSD X1 + ND 1 ,

Y2 = hSD X2 + hRDW2 + ND 2 . (1)

[FIG1] The general three-terminal relay channel.
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Relay Channel Model Reprise II
Gaussian relay channel model (cf. Lecture 7):

V1 = hSRX1 + NR1
, Y1 = hSDX1 + ND1

Y2 = hSDX2 + hRDW2 + ND2

Variable naming convention:

X . . . signal transmitted by the source

V . . . signal received by the relay

W . . . signal transmitte by the relay

Y . . . signal received by the destination

subscript ·1 . . . BC mode

subscipt ·2 . . . MAC mode

SR channel . . . source-relay channel

In a wireless environment, the transmitted signal is heard by all
nodes in the vicinity of the transmitter, which is commonly known
as broadcasting. Similarly, a receiver can hear transmissions from
multiple nodes in its vicinity, a mode of communication known as
multiple-access. In the absence of wire-like links, nodes other than
the intended destination can listen to a signal at no additional
transmission cost, and sometimes it is globally efficient for these
nodes to forward the information to the destination. The ideas of
broadcast, multiple-access and information-forwarding are all cap-
tured by the three-terminal relay channel shown in Figure 1. The
relay channel can be treated as a fundamental building block of
cooperation. In this article, we survey practical schemes for two
relay protocols—DF and EF. We study these protocols for systems
where the channel state, consisting of all channel gains, is known at
all nodes—transmitting, receiving and relaying. The assumption of
global channel knowledge is reasonable in slow-fading environments
with a feedback mechanism from the receivers to the transmitters.

The relay channel was introduced in [1]. Shortly afterwards,
some of the best known coding theorems for the relay channel
were presented in [2]. Despite many attempts, the capacity of
the general relay channel is unknown even today. An upper
bound based on cut-set arguments, and several achievable lower
bounds on capacity are known, but there remains a gap between
the upper and achievable bounds [2]–[4]. A prominent work that
helped to draw attention to user-cooperation in recent years was
[5]. A variety of new contributions to the relaying literature
including new bounds, power control strategies, and results on
half-duplex relays were proposed in[3]–[9].

The contributions of [10], [11] portrayed relaying as a source of
diversity in fading channels. Researchers also realized that relaying
can mimic multiple-antenna systems even when the cooperating
terminals can individually only support a single antenna. With mul-
tiple antennas, it is possible to send multiple copies of the same sig-
nal to improve reliability. This gain in reliability is called diversity.
Alternatively, it is also possible to transmit several parallel data
streams thereby increasing rate. This increase in rate is called the
multiplexing gain. There is a fundamental tradeoff between these
two types of gains, which was first quantified in [12]. The diversity-
multiplexing tradeoff in relay channels is a hot area of research.
Prominent contributions in this area include [13]–[15].

With significant advances in chip design and a better under-
standing of the principles of wireless communication gained
over the last two decades, the promise of relaying is very real. A
large body of research is currently geared towards developing
practical user-cooperation schemes, and most of this article will
be devoted to discussing such schemes [8], [16]–[23].

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. We
describe the system model in the following section. The next
section is devoted to coding for the DF protocol, followed by a
discussion of the EF protocol and, finally, a conclusion.

SYSTEM MODEL AND RELAYING PROTOCOLS
In this section, we first describe the relay channel model. Then, we
introduce prominent relay protocols which lead to information
theoretic achievable rates and motivate practical code designs.

RELAY CHANNEL MODEL AND ITS PARAMETERS
In the relay channel (Figure 1), the source (S) sends data to
the destination (D), and in doing so it is aided by the relay (R),
which has no data of its own to transmit. We will assume that
the relay is half-duplex, that is, it cannot transmit and receive
simultaneously in the same frequency band. Full-duplex opera-
tion is impractical because it requires accurate interference
cancellation between transmitted and received signals that dif-
fer in power by several orders of magnitude. Half-duplex opera-
tion can be enabled by separating transmitted and received
signals in time or frequency, or by using orthogonal signals.
Without loss of generality, we will concentrate on time-divi-
sion half-duplexing, where communication takes place over
two time slots of (normalized) durations t and t ! = (1 " t). In
the first slot, S transmits information, which is received by
both R and D. We call this the broadcast (BC) mode of commu-
nication. In the second slot, both S and R transmit to D. We
refer to this as the multiple-access (MAC) mode. The two
modes are depicted in Figure 2.

We use X, V, W and Y to denote the signals transmitted by the
source, received at the relay, transmitted by the relay, and received
at the destination respectively (Figure 2). Subscript 1 denotes BC
mode, and 2 denotes MAC mode, and SR channel, for instance,
denotes the source-relay channel. With the above conventions, we
introduce the following Gaussian relay channel model

V1 = hSR X1 + NR 1 , Y1 = hSD X1 + ND 1 ,

Y2 = hSD X2 + hRDW2 + ND 2 . (1)

[FIG1] The general three-terminal relay channel.
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Decode-and-Forward (DF) Relay Coding

Basic idea

The source transmission is first decoded by the relay.

The relay helps then the destination by transmitting additional

information about the codeword.

Different code families can be utilized for relaying

convolutional codes [1][3](and other non-iterative linear codes)
turbo codes
low density parity check (LDPC) codes [2]

Coded cooperation, a variant of DF, achieves spatial diversity at no

bandwidth/power/rate costs: no repetition!

More efficient than basic Decode-&-Forward

Paolo Castiglione and Thomas Zemen April 14, 2011 6 / 47

Coded Cooperation I

New situation

Two (not too distant) users want to communicate to the same base

station

No dedicated relay is present

Can this two users help each other to obtain better diversity?

MS-1

MS-2

N1 bits

MS-1

MS-2

I FRAME II FRAME

BS BS

N1 bits

N2 bits

N2 bits

independent fading
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Coded Cooperation II

Basic idea

Assume a baseline wireless system using a rate-R channel code

Coded cooperation uses the same overall rate by just re-arranging

the coded symbols of the two users

K information bits per block and N coded bits per block, R = K/N
Divide each codeword into two segments of length N1 and N2,

N1 + N2 = N.284 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 5, NO. 2, FEBRUARY 2006

User 2: Inactive

User 1:

U  Slot1 U  Slot2 U  Slot1

Inactive

InactiveRx User 1

User 1 bits User 2 bits Rx User 2

Rx User 1User 2 bits User 1 bits

User 1 bits User 2 bits

Fig. 1. Coded cooperation implementation for a system using TDMA.

The users act independently in the second frame, with no
knowledge of whether their own first frame was correctly
decoded. As a result, there are four possible cooperative cases
for the transmission of the second frame, illustrated in Fig. 2.
In Case 1, both users successfully decode each other, so
that they each transmit for their partner in the second frame,
resulting in the fully cooperative scenario. In Case 2, neither
user successfully decodes their partner’s first frame, and the
system reverts to the non-cooperative case for that pair of
source blocks. In Case 3, User 2 successfully decodes User 1,
but User 1 does not successfully decode User 2. Consequently,
neither user transmits the second set of code bits for User 2
in the second frame, but instead both transmit the second set
for User 1. These two independent copies of User 1’s bits are
optimally combined. Case 4 is identical to Case 3 with the
roles of User 1 and User 2 reversed.

Clearly the destination must know which of these four cases
has occurred in order to correctly decode the received bits.
Two methods have been proposed to address this issue [13].
In one method, the base station decodes according to the
assumption of Case 1, 2, 3, and 4 successively until CRCs
indicate successive decoding. Probabilistic analysis shows that
this results in negligible average increase in computational
complexity. In the second method, one additional bit is trans-
mitted by each user to indicate its state to the base station.

III. PAIRWISE ERROR PROBABILITY

The pairwise error probability is written as [14, (12.13)]

P (c → e|γ) = Q




�

2
�

n∈η

γ(n)



 (1)

where Q(x) denotes the Gaussian Q-function [15, (2-1-97)].
The instantaneous received SNR values are denoted by vector
γ. The transmitted codeword is c, the erroneously decoded
codeword is e, and the set η is the set of all n for which
c(n) �= e(n), thus |η| = d is the Hamming distance between
c and e. We assume a linear code where error probabilities
are independent of transmitted codeword, thus the conditional
PEP will be denoted simply by P (d|γ).

A. Coded Cooperation in Slow Fading

In slow fading the SNR is constant over a block, i.e.,
γi,0(n) = γi,0 for n = 1, . . . , N . For Case 1 (Fig. 2), when
both users successfully decode each other’s first frame, each
user’s coded bits are divided between the two user channels.
Thus for User 1 we rewrite (1) as

P (d|γ1,0, γ2,0) = Q
��

2d1γ1,0 + 2d2γ2,0
�

(2)

Case 2Case 1

Case 4Case 3

User 1

User 2

User 1

User 2

User 1

User 2

User 1

User 2

User 2 bits

User 1 bits

User 1 bits

User 2 bits

User 1 bits

User 1 bits

User 2 bits

User 2 bits

Fig. 2. Four cooperative cases for second frame transmission based on the
first frame decoding results.

where d1 and d2 are the portions of the error event bits
transmitted through User 1’s and User 2’s channel respectively,
such that d1 + d2 = d.

To obtain the unconditional PEP we must average (2) over
the fading distributions

P (d) =

� ∞

0

� ∞

0
P (d|γ1,0, γ2,0)p(γ1,0)p(γ2,0)dγ1,0dγ2,0

(3)
where p(·) denotes a pdf. Using the alternate form of the Q-
function [16] and the well-known MGF function method [14],
we find, for Rayleigh fading

P (d) =
1

π

� π/2

0

�
1 +

d1Γ1,0

sin2 θ

�−1 �
1 +

d2Γ2,0

sin2 θ

�−1

dθ. (4)

which can be bounded thus:

P (d) ≤ 1

2

�
1

1 + d1Γ1,0

��
1

1 + d2Γ2,0

�
. (5)

For large SNR, the PEP is inversely proportional to the product
of the average SNR of the uplink channels. Thus, if d1 and d2
are both non-zero, full diversity order of two is achieved when
both partners successfully receive each other and cooperate.

For Case 3, where User 1 does not successfully decode
User 2, but User 2 successfully decodes User 1, both users
send the same additional parity bits for User 1 in the second
frame. These bits are optimally combined at the destination,
so that the conditional PEP (2) for User 1 becomes

P (d|γ1,0, γ2,0) = Q

��
2d1γ1,0 + 2d2(γ1,0 + γ2,0)

�

= Q
��

2dγ1,0 + 2d2γ2,0
�

(6)

and the unconditional PEP becomes (7).
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Coded Cooperation III
First segment:

sub-codeword of rate R1 = K/N1 is broadcasted by the user and
received to varying degree by base station and partner.
Each user will receive a noisy version of the coded message from its
partner

Second segment:

Correct decoding can be checked by cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
In case of correct decoding the N2 additional parity bits for the
partner are computed and transmitted
otherwise N2 additional partiy bits for users own data are transmitted

284 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 5, NO. 2, FEBRUARY 2006

User 2: Inactive

User 1:

U  Slot1 U  Slot2 U  Slot1

Inactive

InactiveRx User 1

User 1 bits User 2 bits Rx User 2

Rx User 1User 2 bits User 1 bits

User 1 bits User 2 bits

Fig. 1. Coded cooperation implementation for a system using TDMA.

The users act independently in the second frame, with no
knowledge of whether their own first frame was correctly
decoded. As a result, there are four possible cooperative cases
for the transmission of the second frame, illustrated in Fig. 2.
In Case 1, both users successfully decode each other, so
that they each transmit for their partner in the second frame,
resulting in the fully cooperative scenario. In Case 2, neither
user successfully decodes their partner’s first frame, and the
system reverts to the non-cooperative case for that pair of
source blocks. In Case 3, User 2 successfully decodes User 1,
but User 1 does not successfully decode User 2. Consequently,
neither user transmits the second set of code bits for User 2
in the second frame, but instead both transmit the second set
for User 1. These two independent copies of User 1’s bits are
optimally combined. Case 4 is identical to Case 3 with the
roles of User 1 and User 2 reversed.

Clearly the destination must know which of these four cases
has occurred in order to correctly decode the received bits.
Two methods have been proposed to address this issue [13].
In one method, the base station decodes according to the
assumption of Case 1, 2, 3, and 4 successively until CRCs
indicate successive decoding. Probabilistic analysis shows that
this results in negligible average increase in computational
complexity. In the second method, one additional bit is trans-
mitted by each user to indicate its state to the base station.

III. PAIRWISE ERROR PROBABILITY

The pairwise error probability is written as [14, (12.13)]

P (c → e|γ) = Q




�

2
�

n∈η

γ(n)



 (1)

where Q(x) denotes the Gaussian Q-function [15, (2-1-97)].
The instantaneous received SNR values are denoted by vector
γ. The transmitted codeword is c, the erroneously decoded
codeword is e, and the set η is the set of all n for which
c(n) �= e(n), thus |η| = d is the Hamming distance between
c and e. We assume a linear code where error probabilities
are independent of transmitted codeword, thus the conditional
PEP will be denoted simply by P (d|γ).

A. Coded Cooperation in Slow Fading

In slow fading the SNR is constant over a block, i.e.,
γi,0(n) = γi,0 for n = 1, . . . , N . For Case 1 (Fig. 2), when
both users successfully decode each other’s first frame, each
user’s coded bits are divided between the two user channels.
Thus for User 1 we rewrite (1) as

P (d|γ1,0, γ2,0) = Q
��

2d1γ1,0 + 2d2γ2,0
�

(2)

Case 2Case 1

Case 4Case 3
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User 2 bits
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Fig. 2. Four cooperative cases for second frame transmission based on the
first frame decoding results.

where d1 and d2 are the portions of the error event bits
transmitted through User 1’s and User 2’s channel respectively,
such that d1 + d2 = d.

To obtain the unconditional PEP we must average (2) over
the fading distributions

P (d) =

� ∞

0

� ∞

0
P (d|γ1,0, γ2,0)p(γ1,0)p(γ2,0)dγ1,0dγ2,0

(3)
where p(·) denotes a pdf. Using the alternate form of the Q-
function [16] and the well-known MGF function method [14],
we find, for Rayleigh fading

P (d) =
1

π

� π/2

0

�
1 +

d1Γ1,0

sin2 θ

�−1 �
1 +

d2Γ2,0

sin2 θ

�−1

dθ. (4)

which can be bounded thus:

P (d) ≤ 1

2

�
1

1 + d1Γ1,0

��
1

1 + d2Γ2,0

�
. (5)

For large SNR, the PEP is inversely proportional to the product
of the average SNR of the uplink channels. Thus, if d1 and d2
are both non-zero, full diversity order of two is achieved when
both partners successfully receive each other and cooperate.

For Case 3, where User 1 does not successfully decode
User 2, but User 2 successfully decodes User 1, both users
send the same additional parity bits for User 1 in the second
frame. These bits are optimally combined at the destination,
so that the conditional PEP (2) for User 1 becomes

P (d|γ1,0, γ2,0) = Q

��
2d1γ1,0 + 2d2(γ1,0 + γ2,0)

�

= Q
��

2dγ1,0 + 2d2γ2,0
�

(6)

and the unconditional PEP becomes (7).
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Coded Cooperation IV

4 configurations of the punctured bits transmission in the II frame

(depending on the success of the inter-user detection)

MS-1

MS-2

CASE 1: full cooperation

BS

MS-1 bits

MS-2 bits

MS-1

MS-2

BS

MS-2 bits

MS-1 bits

CASE 2: no-cooperation

N1bits

N1bits

N2bits

N2bits

I frame II frame

MS-1 channel

MS-1 data

MS-2 data

MS-2 channel

N1bits

N1bits

N2bits

N2bits

I frame II frame
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Coded Cooperation V

MS-1

MS-2

BS

MS-1 bits

MS-1 bits

CASE 3: partial cooperation

(advantageous for MS-1)

MS-1

MS-2

BS

MS-2 bits

MS-2 bits

CASE 4: partial cooperation

(disadvantageous for MS-1)

N1bits

N1bits

N2bits

N2bits

I frame II frame

N1bits

N1bits

N2bits

N2bits

I frame II frame

MS-1 channel

MS-1 data

MS-2 data

MS-2 channel
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Coded Cooperation VI

Performance for block fading channels (slow fading)

286 IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, VOL. 5, NO. 2, FEBRUARY 2006

P (d) =
1

π

� π/2

0

�
1 +

Γ1,0

sin2 θ

�−d1
�
1 +

Γ2,0

sin2 θ

�−d2

dθ ≤ 1

2

�
1

1 + Γ1,0

�d1
�

1

1 + Γ2,0

�d2

(10)

P (d|γ1,0,γ2,0) = Q




�
2
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n∈η1

γ1,0(n) + 2
�

n∈η2

γ1,0(n) + 2
�

n∈η2
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= Q




�
2
�

n∈η

γ1,0(n) + 2
�

n∈η2

γ2,0(n)



 (11)

P (d) =
1

π

� π/2

0

�
1 +

Γ1,0

sin2 θ

�−d�
1 +

Γ2,0

sin2 θ

�−d2

dθ ≤ 1

2

�
1

1 + Γ1,0

�d � 1

1 + Γ2,0

�d2

(12)

P (Θ = 1|γ1,2,γ2,1) = (1− Pblock,1(γ1,2))(1− Pblock,2(γ2,1))

≥ (1− PE,1(γ1,2))
B(1− PE,2(γ2,1))

B

≥ (1−B PE,1(γ1,2))(1−B PE,2(γ2,1)) (15)

For fast fading, tight bounds are obtained using the un-
conditional (on fading) P (d|Θ) expression directly in the
summation (14) or (21), in lieu of computing (22) [17].
Applying these and the previous results to (20) gives tight
approximations for the end-to-end bit and block error proba-
bilities. (Although the case probabilities (Section IV-A) are not
all strictly upper bounds, i.e. (15) and (18), we can say that,
due to the tightness of the limit-before-average technique [17],
we obtain a tight approximation for (20). This is demonstrated
in the results shown in the following section.)

Whenever both users cooperate (Case 1) each user’s mes-
sage sees two independent fading paths and a diversity order
of two is achieved. When a user’s message does not benefit
from cooperation the diversity is one. Therefore, the overall
diversity order, interpreted as the slope of the error rate curve,
is the average of the diversities in the four cases, weighted
by the probabilities of the four cases. These probabilities are
determined by the inter-user channel conditions. At high inter-
user SNR, Case 1 is dominant and coded cooperation achieves
full diversity order of two.3 We note that in order to operate
at realistic SNR’s, some of our simulations are not in this
dominant mode, and for that reason some of the simulations
show diversity less than two.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We implement coded cooperation using a family of RCPC
codes with memory M = 4, puncturing period P = 8, and rate
1/4 mother code given by Hagenauer [12]. For slow fading,
we choose overall code rate R = 1/4. The source data block

3For any fixed set of probabilities, the errors of diversity order one will
eventually dominate at high enough uplink SNR (even though such SNR’s
may be unrealistic in practice). Strictly speaking, to achieve diversity order of
two, the ratio of the case probabilities in the asymptote must keep up with the
increased uplink SNR. Therefore to make the above statement more precise,
one more condition must be added. For example, one might say: “diversity
of two is achieved if a fixed uplink to inter-user SNR ratio is maintained in
the asymptote.”
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Truncated bound 

50% cooperation 

No cooperation
Perfect interuser channel
20dB interuser channel
10dB interuser channel
0dB interuser channel
2 Tx antennas (Alamouti’s scheme)

Fig. 3. Performance in slow Rayleigh fading with 50% cooperation, equal
uplink SNR, and reciprocal inter-user channels.

size is K = 128 bits. We computed via computer enumeration
the distance spectra a(d) and c(d), including the partitioning
of the Hamming weight d into d1 and d2. For the simulations,
we use a 16-bit CRC code with generator polynomial given
by coefficients 15935 (hexadecimal notation). For our analysis
we assume perfect error detection. Since all comparisons are
between systems with equal information rate K bits per source
block, and equal code rate R, we plot the BER versus the
channel SNR. Plotting BER versus the information bit SNR
yields identical results, with the x-axis values shifted by
10 logR dB. Also, for brevity we omit BLER results, which
can be found in [13].

Fig. 3 shows the BER for slow fading with reciprocal inter-
user channels of various qualities. The users have statistically
similar uplink channels (Γ1,0 = Γ2,0), and the level of
cooperation is 50%. Coded cooperation with a perfect inter-

Authorized licensed use limited to: Thomas Zemen. Downloaded on May 7, 2009 at 16:22 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply.

Figure source: [2, Fig. 3]
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Rate-compatible puncture convolutional (RCPC) codes
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RCPC codes

x = C (u) =
�

xc

xp

�

The rate-compatibility restriction on the puncturing tables ensures that

all code bits of the higher rate R1 =
K
N1

code are used by the lower rate

R =
K
N code.

1

1
A RCPC code is almost as good as the best known general convolutional code of

the respective rate.

Source bits: u = [u0, . . . , uK ]T ∈ {±1};

coded bits: x = [x0, . . . , xN−1]
T ∈ {±1};

rate-R1code: xc =
�
xc;0, . . . , xc;N1−1

�T
;

punctured bits: xp =
�
xp;0, . . . , xp;N2−1

�T
.
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Transmitter side

MS-i interleaves its codeword x → xI. The interleaved coded bits

xI =
�

xI;0, . . . , xI;N−1

�T

are mapped onto M − J QPSK

symbols
2

si [k] =
�

ES

2
(xI;2k + jxI;2k+1)

J QPSK random pilot symbols are placed uniformly along the frame

2ES: transmitted energy per QPSK symbol;

k ∈ {0, . . . ,M − J − 1}.
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Receiver side

Received signal at the BS from MS-i : yi [m]3

yi [m] = hi [m]si [m] + zi [m]

Matched filter and zero-forcing (channel known at the receiver)

ỹi [m] =
h∗

i [m] yi [m]

|hi [m]|2
∼ CN

�
si [m] ,

σ2

z

|hi [m]|2

�

3m ∈ {0, . . . ,M − 1};

Rayleigh fading impulse response hi [m] ∼ CN (0,Ω);

AWGN zi [m] ∼ CN
�
0,σ2

z
�
.
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Soft Input Viterbi decoder I

At the input of the Viterbi decoder, the single de-interleaved code bit ỹn
(de-mapped from si [m])4

ỹn = xn + z̃n

4z̃n ∼ N
�

0,
σ2
z

ES |hi [m]|2

�
;

n ∈
�

0, . . . , N − 1

�
.
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Soft Input Viterbi decoder II

The soft inputs for the Viterbi decoder, given the equalized bits

�yn =
�

ỹ0, . . . , ỹN −1

�T

, are the Log-Likelihood ratios (LLR)

w =
�

w0, . . . , wN −1

�T
5

wn = log
P(ỹn | xn = +1)

P(ỹn | xn = −1)
= log




exp

�
− (ỹn−1)2

2σ̃2
z

�

exp

�
− (ỹn+1)2

2σ̃2
z

�



 =
2ỹn
σ̃2z

5σ̃2
z =

σ2
z

ES |hi [m]|2
is the normalized noise variance
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Soft Input Viterbi decoder III

The output of the Viterbi decoder is the maximum likelihood estimate

ũ =
�

ũ0, . . . , ũK
�T

of the encoded bits
6

ũ = arg max
û=C−1(x̂)

P(�yn | x̂) = arg max
û=C−1(x̂)

wT x̂

6x̂ =
�

x̂0, . . . , x̂N −1

�T
∈ {±1} is a valid RCPC codeword generated from a

possible source block û
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Cooperation scheme
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Coded Cooperation: Encoding

The RCPC code is punctured

An error detection code (e.g. CRC) avoids error propagation:

the partner’s punctured bits are transmitted only if the detection is

successful

own
bits

FEC

decoder

FEC

encoder

FEC
encoder

CRC
check

CRC
encoder

received

bits

N bits1

yes

no

to txI frame

II frameN punctured bits
2

N punctured bits2

partner’s
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Coded Cooperation: Half Duplex Constraint

Assumption:

FDMA

MS-1 channel

MS-1 data

MS-2 data

MS-2 channel

fr
e

q
u

e
n

cy

time

N1bits

N1bits

N2bits

N2bits

I frame II frame
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Time-variant fading channel
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Multipath PropagationMultipath Propagation

η0ej2πf0tδ(t − τ0)

scatterer

user

scatterer

η1ej2πf1tδ(t − τ1)

v

receiver
η2ej2πf2tδ(t − τ2)

v velocity
p path
ηp attenuation
τp time delay
fp Doppler shift
P number of paths

(scatterers)
φp angle of arrival
fC carrier frequency
c0 speed of light

Time-variant channel impulse response

h(t, τ) =
P−1X

p=0
ηpej2πfp tδ(τ − τp) , fp =

v cosφpfC
c0

Thomas Zemen May 28, 2009 25 / 46

v velocity

p path

ηp attenuation

τp time delay

fp Doppler shift

P number of paths

(scatterers)

φp angle of departure

fc carrier frequency

c0 speed of light

Time-variant channel impulse response

h(t, τ) =
P−1�

p=0

ηpe
j2πfp tδ(τ − τp) , fp =

v cosφpfc
c0
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Channel Model: Uplink

The time-bandwidth product [max Doppler shift x codeword duration]

measures the temporal variability

TBPi =
fcvi
c0

· 2M · Ts

Frequency-flat Rayleigh fading uplink channels hi [m]

Clarke’s autocorrelation function (↑ TBP ⇔↑decorrelation)

Ri [k] = E {hi [m] h∗
i [m + k]} = γ̄iJ0 (πk · TBPi/M) ,

where γ̄i is the average SNR
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Channel Model: Inter-MS link

Independent inter-MS channels

Inter-MS block error rate p7

MS-1

MS-2

BS

uplink SNR  ,

TBP (prop. to velocity)
p

7
The probability of successful coded cooperation is (1 − p)2

..
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Union bound and pairwise error probability (PEP)
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Union bound

The average BER at the output ofthe Viterbi decoder at the receiver-side

is upperbounded

Pb ≤
4�

Θ=1

Pr(Θ)



 1

k
�

d�dfree

�

c∈E(d)
w(c)P (c |Θ)





The average PEP P (c) depends on the fading statistics, while the values

of the other parameters are fixed by the code.
8

8
Pr(Θ): probability of case Θ; k : number of input bits for each branch of the

convolutional code trellis; dfree: minimum Hamming distance between the codewords;

E (d): set of error events c at a certain Hamming distance d from the all-zero

codeword; w(c): Hamming weight of the input sequence corresponding to c; P (c):
average pairwise error probability (PEP).
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Pairwise Error Probability I
The average PEP is the probability of receiving the codeword y = x + c
instead of the transmitted x. Also defined, due to the linearity of the

convolutional codes, as the probability of receiving c (error event) instead

of the all-zero codeword.

The PEP is averaged with respect to the probability density function of

the effective SNR γeff
9

P (c) =
∞�

0

Q
��

2γeff

�
P (γeff) dγeff

9γeff =
�

k∈Tc γ(k) =
�

k∈Tc
Es|hi (k)|2

σ2z
=

����h
���

2
;

Tc =
�
τc,1, . . . , τc,d

�
: set of time instants associated with c;

γc =
�

γ(τc,1), . . . , γ(τc,d )
�T

: the corresponding instantaneous SNR;

�h =

√
Es

σz

�
h(τc,1), . . . , h(τc,d )

�T
.
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Pairwise Error Probability II

γeff is the sum of d correlated exponential random variables, whose

autocorrelation is Rc = E
�
�h�hH

�
.

10
Through an eigenvalue

decomposition (EVD), the effective SNR becomes the sum of r
uncorrelated exponential random variables

�
b2

k
�r

k=1

11

γeff =
����h

���
2

=
r�

k=1

b2

k = �b�2

where b = UH�h = [b1 . . . br ]Tis the linear projection of the channel onto

the r -dimensional column-space of Rc.

10
For its definition and for the stationarity of Rcthe fading process, the elements on

the diagonal of Rcare equal to the average SNR γ̄ = Ω
Es

σ2
z

,where Ω = E
�
|h [m]|2

�

11r = rank {Rc};

U: d × r matrix containing the eigenvectors of Rc.
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Pairwise Error Probability III

The d error bits are split into two groups, d1 and d2, coming from the

MS’s and the partner’s independent uplink channels i ∈ {1, 2} ,
respectively at time instants Tc;i = {τc,1;i , . . . , τc,di ;i}. The

autocorrelation of

�h =

√
Es

σz

[h1(τc,1;1), . . . , h1(τc,d1;1), h2(τc,1;2), . . . , h2(τc,d2;2)]
T

becomes
12

Rc=

�
[Rc,1]d1×d1

0
0 [Rc,2]d2×d2

�

d×d
=

=

�
U1 0
0 U2

��
Λ1 0
0 Λ2

��
UH

1
0

0 UH
2

�

12
Thereby, the eigenvalues of Rc are λ = [λT

1
,λT

2
]T, where λi = [λ1,1, . . . ,λ1,ri ]

T

are the eigenvalues of the respective submatrices Rc,i with rank ri .
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Pairwise Error Probability IV

Fading affecting the error event

1st frame 2ndframe

 
c
: time instants associated to the error event

Possible error event c :

MS
channel

Partner
channel

Time m

C
h

a
n

n
e

la
m

p
lit

u
d

e

……

… 1 …1 0 1 0 1 1 1

h1( 
c,1)

h1( 
c,d1

)

h2( 
c,d1+d2

)h2( c,d1+2)

h2( 
c,d1+1)

h1( 
c,2)
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Pairwise Error Probability V
Moment Generating Function (MGF) method

The pdf of the effective SNR exhibits the MGF

Mγeff (s) =
∞�

0

esγeff P (γeff) dγeff =
r1�

i=1

1

1 − λ1,is

r2�

j=1

1

1 − λ2,js

Since Q(x) = 1

π

π
2�

0

e− x2

2 sin2 ϑ dϑ, the PEP becomes

P(c) =
∞�

0

Q
��

2γeff

�
P (γeff) dγeff =

1

π

π
2�

0

�� ∞

0

e−
γeff
sin2 ϑ P (γeff) dγeff

�
dϑ

=
1

π

π
2�

0

Mγeff

�
− 1

sin
2 ϑ

�
dϑ =

1

π

π
2�

0

r1�

i=1

�
1 +

λ1,i
sin

2 ϑ

�−1 r2�

j=1

�
1 +

λ2,j
sin

2 ϑ

�−1

dϑ
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Pairwise Error Probability VI

Upperbound on the PEP [3, (12)-(13)]

P(c) = 1

π

π
2�

0

r1�

i=1

�
1 +

λ1,i
sin

2 ϑ

�−1 r2�

j=1

�
1 +

λ2,j
sin

2 ϑ

�−1

dϑ =

≤ 1

2

r1�

i=1

1

1 + λ1,i

r2�

j=1

1

1 + λ2,j

by taking sin
2 ϑ = 1
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Pairwise Error Probability VII

Interleaver

The d = d1 + d2 non-zero bits of the error event c can appear within the

two time frames in several possible configurations, each

corresponding to a different, but equivalent, shift of c at theinput of the

Viterbi decoder. Thus, P(c) ≤ P (cp), where cp is the most probable

among the equivalent translations of c.
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Pairwise Error Probability VIII
Autocorrelation matrices for the 4 cases

13
[3, (10)(15)-(17)]

coop: Rc(Θ = 1)=

�
[Rc,1]d1×d1

0
0 [Rc,2]d2×d2

�

no-coop: Rc(Θ = 2)=




[Rc,1]d1×d1

[Rc,1]d1×d2�
[Rc,1]d1×d2

�H

[Rc,1]d2×d2





disadvantageous partial coop: Rc(Θ = 3)=
�
Rc,1

�

d1×d1

advantageous partial coop: Rc(Θ = 4)=

�
Rc(Θ = 2) 0d×d2

0d2×d [Rc,2]d2×d2

�

13
denoting the MS’ uplink channel as channel-1 and the partner’s uplink channel as

channel-2. [Rc,1]d1×d1
: autocorrelation of the channel-1 gains �h1,d1

associated to the

first frame d1 error bits of c; [Rc,1]d2×d2
: autocorrelation of the channel-1 gains �h1,d2

associated to the second frame d2 error bits; [Rc,2]d2×d2
autocorrelation of the

channel-2 gains �h2,d2
associated to the second frame d2 error bits; [Rc,1]d1×d2

:

cross-correlation between the gains �h1,d1
and the gains �h1,d2

.
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Spatial diversity vs. temporal diversity
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Diversity order I

Normalizing [Rc,1]d1×d1

and [Rc,2]d2×d2

by the corresponding uplink

average SNR, γ̄1 and γ̄2 respectively, the eigenvalues become

λ̂ = [λ̂
T

1
, λ̂

T

2
]T, where λ̂i∈{1,2} =

�
λi,1
γ̄i

, . . . ,
λi,ri

γ̄i

�T

=
�
λ̂i,1, . . . , λ̂i,r1

�T

.

Scaling the average SNR to infinity:

lim
γ̄→∞

P(c) ≤ lim
γ̄→∞

1

2

r=r1+r2�

i=1

1

1 + λ̂i γ̄
=

1

2

r�

i=1

1

λ̂i γ̄
= const ·

�
1

γ̄

�r
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Diversity order II

lim
γ̄→∞

Pb ≤ const ·
�

1

γ̄

�Ψ

where Ψ is the diversity order achieved in a convolutional coded

transmission over a correlated Rayleigh fading channel.

Being Eall the set of all the error events c of the convolutional code, the

diversity order is:

Ψ = min
c∈Eall

r

If Rc is non-singular for every c, the diversity order is equal to dfree.
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Finite SNR diversity

For practical purposes it is more interesting to define a finite SNR
diversity order Ψeff(γ̄), achievable for SNR� γ̄. It is possible to derive

empirically an effective rank reff , that is the number of eigenvalues

λi = γ̄λ̂i � 1, with i ∈ {1, . . . , reff}:

P(c) ≤1

2

r�

j=reff+1

1

1 + λ̂j γ̄

reff�

i=1

1

λ̂i γ̄

P(c) decreases at least with

�
1

γ̄

�reff
. The finite SNR diversity order is

lower-bounded:

Ψeff(γ̄) ≥ min
c∈Eall

reff (c)
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Results and cooperative regions
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Results: from BF to FF

From BF (TBPi =
fcvi
c0

· 2M · Ts = 0) to FF (TBPi ⇒ ∞)
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b

block fading
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fast fading

At finite SNR, the slope (diversity) decreases with increasing p
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Results: Realistic Time-Variability
Rate R = 1/3

carrier frequency fC = 5.2 GHz

symbol duration TS = 10µs

frame length M = 192 symbols

coded cooperation advantageous up to

TBP � 3 ⇐⇒ v � 160 km/h

in the finite SNR regime

(perfect inter-MS detection)
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Results: Cooperative Regions

The cooperative region: collection of mobility (TBP) and channel

(γ̄, p) settings for which coded cooperation is beneficial
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Figure source: [3, Fig. 11]

Increasing p, the cooperative region

decreases

Increasing γ̄, the cooperative region

decreases

At high velocities, the performance

is dominated by the worst case of

cooperation
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Results: Fading Asymmetries

Mobility asymmetry (β) affects

the performance

In general, long-term statistics

unbalances are drawbacks for

cooperative diversity!
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Conclusions

For MSs moving at high speeds (� 40 km/h), the inter-MS channel

quality plays a significant role in the definition of the cooperative
region
This is contrary to what has been shown for quasi-static channels!

Benefits of coded cooperation in high mobility scenarios arise for

those applications where energy efficiency (for low SNR, e.g.

� 10 dB) is a key issue
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